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HOW WE DO IT

Primary Cutis Verticis Gyrata and Scalp Reduction in One Stage
with Multiple Pinwheel Flaps (Revisited)
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Cutis verticis gyrata (CVG) is an unusual con-

dition that typically occurs on the scalp and is

characterized by the formation of ridges and fur-

rows. These changes resemble the outer surface of

the cerebrum.1,2

In this study a case of primary CVG is presented,

without association of neurologic or neuropsychiat-

ric diseases, which was successfully treated by using

one-stage scalp reduction procedure with the pin-

wheel flap technique. A 46-year-old woman had first

noticed the formation of ridges over the vertex of the

scalp 20 years earlier. These ridges and furrows be-

came progressively more pronounced, and a larger

area of the scalp became involved. She noticed a

feeling of pruritis and pressure over the involved

area. There was no known ophthalmologic, neuro-

logic, or prior skin disease and no family history of a

similar problem. Examination of the patient revealed

10� 12-cm area of scalp involvement extending

mainly over the vertex, parietal, and occipital areas.

There were multiple gyri located in the sagittal and

coronal planes over the vertex, parietal, and occipital

areas. The gyri could not be reducted by pressure

over the area (Figure 1). The patient’s mental state

was of normal intelligence. Findings of the physical

examination, complete blood cell count, and bio-

chemical analysis were normal. Following the

diagnosis of primary CVG, treatment of the

involved area with a scalp reduction procedure

was performed.

Operative Procedure

Under general anesthesia, the most affected area of

the scalp (approx. 7 cm in diameter) was marked

with ink and was excised resulting in a circular full-

thickness scalp defect (Figure 2). The preferred

method for scalp excision was circular because of

the deformity extending mainly in all directions.

In constructing the spiral arms of pinwheel flaps,

tedious calculations are not required. This is most

easily designed by unwinding a thread wrapped

around a cylinder of a diameter that is approxi-

mately twice the diameter of the excised lesion.
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Figure 1. Preoperative view.
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The diameter of twice the excised lesion diameter

was chosen because a smaller diameter produced too

small a flap pedicle and a diameter greater than

twice the excised diameter produced too small arc of

rotation. A marking pen tip was placed in a loop at

the distal end of the string as the taut string was

unwound from the cylinder, the curve of an involute

of a circle was produced that was ideal for producing

the arms of the pinwheel flap. By repeating the

procedure four times starting at 01, 901, 1801, and

2701 on the excised circle, the four arms were cre-

ated (Figure 2).

Four flaps were elevated on the subgaleal plane

creating the spiral arms of flaps. The four apices of

the flaps were held at the midpoint by one subcu-

ticular suture and they were sutured together (Fig-

ures 3 and 4). At the flap bases, small dog-ears were

seen and they were trimmed. Freehand flap design is

also possible and can be equally effective.

Histopathologic examination of the involved area

revealed an essentially normal histology for the

scalp. The patient was observed for a period of

1 year. During this period, no major complications

were noted. There was no noticeable return of

the process and satisfactory result was obtained

(Figure 5).

Discussion

Cutis verticis gyrata was originally reported in the

literature in 1837 by Alibert, but Macgillwary3 has

been frequently recognized as the first to describe

this abnormality, in 1843. Unna4 first used the now

accepted term, ‘‘cutis verticis gyrata.’’ Polan and

Butterworth5 were the first to divide CVG into

Figure 2. Circular scalp defect after excision.

Figure 3. The inscription of the four arcs can be geometri-
cally constructed using the technique described in the text.
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primary and secondary types. Primary CVG occurs

predominantly in men and has often been associated

with mental retardation or neuropsychiatric diseases,

such as seizures and schizophrenia.1,2 The onset is

typically after puberty, and the folds are usually

symmetrical. Secondary CVG has been linked to lo-

cal inflammatory skin conditions, such as eczema

and psoriasis, and to systemic illnesses, such as am-

yloidosis, syphilis, myxedema, Ehlers-Danlos syn-

drome, acanthosis nigricans, melanocytic nevus, and

insulin-resistance syndrome.6,7 The appearance of

the skin folds in secondary CVG may be more

asymmetrical and can appear at any age. Garden and

Robinson8 were the first to propose the term primary

essential CVG for those cases in which no other

abnormalities are found.

The case that we presented was of normal intelli-

gence and had no associated medical problems so we

would classify her as primary essential CVG. Al-

though CVG may be disfiguring, the process is es-

sentially benign and no intervention is required.

Surgical repair may be implemented if desired, and

the type of surgery depends on the size and location

of the lesions, the underlying disorder, and theFigure 4. Suture of the four flaps together.

Figure 5. Follow-up photos. One month (left) and 1 year (right) after postoperatively.
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wishes of the patient. Surgical modalities range from

simple excisions to tissue expansion and skin grafts

for those cases with more extensive scalp involve-

ment.6,9 The case that was presented above revealed

a large area of scalp involvement and a large scalp

reductive procedure was needed. There were multi-

ple furrows and ridges extended in the sagittal and

coronal planes so a circular excision provided major

advantages compared to the linear excision that was

effective in only two directions.10

Pinwheel flap is not a new method, but a practical

variation on a well-established theme. It is easy to

learn and apply. This application is a multiflap clo-

sure, and it takes on a pinwheel or camera-shutter

configuration. It has the advantage of a full 3601 of

mobilization of the surrounding tissues with minimal

dissections. Excision and linear closure move tissue

in only two directions. There is essentially no elas-

ticity of the scalp, and complete mobilization of flaps

of surrounding tissue is necessary even for short tis-

sue advancement. If the lesion is simply removed and

closed in a straight line, a significant amount of

normal tissue must be removed. The advantages of

the pinwheel flap are as follows:10

1. Easy to design;

2. Minimal undermining;

3. The distribution of tension over four radiating

suture lines;

4. Minimal excision of normal tissue as small dog-

ears.

The two coordinated movements, a lateral move-

ment and a rotation, are the basics of this technique.

The ‘‘standing cones’’ or dog-ears at the flap bases

must be trimmed, but these are not large because

four flaps are rotated, thus dissipating the cervical

distortion at the flap base. Carrying out the pinwheel

flap on the scalp is considered quite safe because the

edge necrosis is encountered only in a very small

percentage of the cases.10 Lesions greater than

3.0 cm in diameter sometimes require extensive

mobilization of surrounding tissues and elaborate

flap designs for closure. In our patient, the lesion was

removed via a circular excision, and a scalp reduc-

tion procedure was performed with minimal dissec-

tion and a primary closure.10

In summary, the wide scalp defect in the presented

case was reconstructed successfully in one stage by

using pinwheel flap. Although the pinwheel flap is an

old method, it can be used to reconstruct wide de-

fects without the need for more complicated tech-

niques. The multiflap closure in a pinwheel fashion

can be used anywhere on the scalp, since the mo-

bility and blood supply are relatively uniform.10
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